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Understanding and Enhancing Animated Ranking Bar Charts
Category: Research

Abstract— Animated bar charts that show historical rankings go viral online recently. In this paper, we discussed the usage and design
space of animated bar charts. We studied the instant feedback from viewers by analyzing pop-up comments, as well as people’s
attitudes through questionnaires. We discussed the design space and proposed a new algorithm for the animated transition of the
ranking exchange. With the algorithm, ranking changes are converted to in-situ permutations and large cycles are decomposed into
small cycles. We compared our method with the popular implementation through online user experiments, and results show that
animations generated by our algorithm leave participants a deeper impression of how rankings change with time.
Index Terms—Animation, Animated Transition, Ranking Visualization

1 I NTRODUCTION
Visualizing information has been an effective way for information
dissemination. Newspapers, magazines, and websites often use visual
charts to help readers better understand abstract data. In the Internet
era, as computation powers and network bandwidth are no longer
the bottlenecks that constrain information access, more diverse and
dynamic designs have emerged for information visualization. One
of such designs is animated charts, as evidenced by Hans Rosling’s
phenomenal presentation on the life expectancy and income of the
world in 200 years. On video sharing websites, videos of animated
information visualization are enormous.
One of the popular animated information visualization designs is
animated bar charts. This design usually shows the change of ranking
data over a period of time, as shown in Figure 1, which includes the
screenshots of two popular animated bar chats. The visual graphs in
the design are fairly simple: just a set of bar charts lined up along time.
Ranking changes illustrated by the animated movement of bars are
visually appealing and easy to understand.

that of watching a movie. The story goes on stably most of the time,
and obvious changes are automatically encoded in with spotlights.
Despite its popularity, there are no design guidelines for animated bar
charts. Existing research on animation issues in user interface designs
often targets specific interactive tasks [8, 18, 41] and can hardly be
used to guide the design of animated bar charts, which can be regarded
as ”casual infovis” [35] that usually does not consider any user task
and support user interaction. Some websites, such as Flourish [15] and
Hanabi [17], offer tools to construct and configure a design on animated
bar charts, but users still face various challenges in developing an
appealing and effective animation, such as how to make the transitions
of bar locations in animation easy to follow and comprehend. Without
good design guidelines, animated bar charts may end up being eyecandy and ineffective in information communication.
This paper reports our efforts to improve the understanding of how
people use animated bar charts and to explore ways to enhance the
design. By surveying relevant videos from video sharing websites
and gathering user comments on them, we learn about the interests
of audiences of such videos. Through a survey develop based on
data from the websites, we collect data on the thoughts of viewers
about this information visualization style. We also analyze various
videos and develop a taxonomy of the design space of animated bar
charts. Targeting the bar transition method, one factor in the design
space, we propose an algorithm aimed to improve the comprehension
of animation. We also validate the algorithm through user evaluation.
The main contributions of this work include:
1. We investigate the use of animated ranking bar charts in practice,
and analyze people’s focus and attitudes through video pop-up
comments and questionnaires.

Fig. 1. Popular animated ranking bar charts on Youtube.

2. We explore and organize the design space of animated ranking
bar charts, including the label and color of the bars, the coordinate
axis, and the animated transition of the bar change.

While debates are still ignited about if a general animation is more
capable of conveying information compared to elaborately designed
static visualizations, animations have been empirically confirmed to be
powerful in depicting state transitions and structural narratives. Combined with animations, these bar charts are empowered to disseminate
information, guiding their audience to engage deeper in the storytelling.
By adding variation over time in the classic bar charts, the designers
of visual graphs now have an entirely new and potentially spacious
channel to encode information and even wider space to work in.
As for the audience, the contents presented in the visualizations
become aesthetically pleasing to obtain information. And in this work,
we attempt to dive deeper to dig out more reasons to explain why these
animated bar charts are taking social media by storm, such as Twitter,
Youtube and Bilibili. As is shown in both the comments on these videos
and the results of our user study, a drastic change of value or ranks
is more likely to attract users. The complicated stories happened in
chronological order moves away from author-guided narratives towards
more user-driven ones — the chart reading experience gets closer to

3. We propose a staged transition method to separate the change of
bar value and the exchange of bar ranking.
2 R ELATED W ORK
In this section we discuss related work of animated ranking bar charts,
including ranking visualization, animated transition and multiple object
tracking.
2.1 Ranking Visualization
Horizontal ranked bar charts are one of the most common ranking
visualization designs, it differ from ordinary bar charts [34] in that
bar items are arranged according to their rankings on one attribute,
rather than according to their descriptions as in ordinary bar charts.
Others designs, such as scrolled bar chart [31], wrapped bars [13],
packed bars [16], piled bars [46], and Zvinca plot [14], are derived
from horizontal bar charts and visual designs like TreeMap [21].
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Mylavarapu et al. [31] surveyed the different forms of ranked-lists,
developed a taxonomy of ranked-list visualization, and also evaluated
them. Improvements to ranked-list often focus on ways to include more
bars in design. For example, piled bars overlap the bars to save space,
while wrapped bars divide the display area into several smaller areas
to draw horizontal bars. Different improvement methods also have
different effects on the ability to compare the attribute value of different
objects. For example, scrolled bar charts, which maintain the layout
strategy of horizontal bar charts, are found to support the most accurate
judgment on the relationship among objects, although more time is
needed to complete the tasks.
While the above work tends to show static rankings and values, there
is also work that explores how to show both ranking and value changes
over time without animation. Okubo et al. [32] proposed juxtaposed
horizontal bar charts with bands connecting bars representing the same
item between adjacent charts. Based on rank charts [7] and typical
line charts representing change of value, Perin et al. introduced a
special type of line charts designed for visualizing the evolution of both
rankings and values. There is also some work exploring visualizations
that represent rankings over time [4, 25, 27, 38], where less information
needs to be represented for individual elements compared to those that
represent both rankings and values, and this type of visualization can
show more elements.
Despite the new forms of ranking visualization, they are not nearly
as widespread as the bar charts invented by William Playfair in 1786.
In some countries, elementary school children learn the use of bar
charts. No additional annotations are needed for people to understand
this visualization, which created the conditions for the popularity of
animated bar charts. In this paper, we will explore the design space of
ranked bar charts and the corresponding animated representation.
2.2

animated transition method of multiple points in a two-dimensional
plane. They refer to the results of the MOT task in psychology and the
principles of animation to summarize the reasons that may lead to poor
effect and quantify the problems. Du et al [12] and Wang et al [44]
proposed different metrics to evaluate animation strategies.
There is also some work that evaluates animation from a cognitive
perspective. Veras and Collins [43] analyzed the accuracy of motion outlier detection in multivariate, animated scatterplots. Ondov et
al. [33] evaluated the efficiency of animated and static visualization
for comparison tasks. Zheng et al. [47] proposed focus+context grouping technique to facilitate target tracking and trend identification in
animated scatterplots.
Li et al. [26] studied animated ranking bar charts, and they presented
a design that enhances animated bar charts with effective visual cues
ahead of time. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has
been done to fully investigate this widely spread form of visualization.
2.3

Multiple Object Tracking

One of the purposes of the animated transition in the dynamic ranking is
to make the ranking changes between moments easy to track and notice.
Thus Multiple Object Tracking(MOT) task in psychology is highly
related to this work. MOT task is proposed by Pylyshyn and Storm [36]
for the study of visual attention. The experiment requires that objects
track one or more objects among several objects moving and point out
the final position of the tracked objects at the end. Other researches
have improved the MOT task and explored the effects of different
moving speeds, different tasks, and whether the objects are unique.
Pylyshyn and Storm [36] showed that subjects are able to track up to 5
objects in a field of 10 objects. Further research found tracking ability
is affected by the moving speed of the objects, the spatial resolution
of attention [1] and different tasks [45]. Surface features can enhance
tracking performance [28] and occlusion during the transition decline
the tracking performance when all objects’ identity can be address
during the position transition [19].
In our paper, we refer to these results to design animated transition.
we aim to control the number of moving objects at the same moment.

Animated Transition

Animated transition applies in many different applications [42], such as
helping interactive information systems have a smooth transition [22].
Or transformation between statistical graphics to help users better
understand and explore the logic between different charts of the same
data [18, 44] or the changes of the data [22, 37].
Heer and Robertson [18] divided the transition into seven basic
categories: view transformation, substrate transformation, filtering,
ordering, timestep, visualization change, and data schema change. A
complex transition can be seen as a composite of several basic transitions. Based on this classification, they designed staged transition,
which decomposes the transition into several different basic transitions.
This approach has proven to be easier to understand and track. Based on
this work, Kim and Heer [23] proposed Gemini which is a grammar for
animated transitions, and with Gemini users are able to create staged animations more easily. There is work that adopted the staged animation
strategy for visualizing networks and sets. GraphDiaries [2] examined
strategies of staged animation to help users identify and understand
changes in dynamic networks. Crnovrsanin et al. [10] proposed staged
animation for online dynamic networks. Mizuno et al. [29] proposed
staged animation between set diagrams by decomposing the transition
into atomic changes. Our proposed cycle decomposition also adopts
the idea of staged animation and temporally distinguishes changes in
rankings from changes in data values.
There are also many principles to help evaluate animated transitions.
Teversky et al [41] proposed The Apprehension Principle(”the structure and content of the external representation should be readily and
accurately perceived and comprehended.”) and the Congruence Principle(”The structure and content of the external representation should
correspond to the desired structure and content of the internal representation.”) . Based on this, Heer and Robertson [18] proposed more
specific 10 principles such as group similar transitions and minimize occlusion, etc. Chang and Ungar [8] suggested using cartoon-style motion.
These principles can help us avoid some very terrible designs, but it is
difficult to compare between different animated transitions according to
these principles because they are not a quantification standard. And it
is difficult to clearly determine whether an animated transition violates
the principles. Previous studies have proposed some metrics for the
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In this section, we describe efforts to explore the design space for the
animated bar chart. We first present our work to understand the interests
of viewers in animated bar charts, and then discuss the design space
based on our analysis.
3.1

Understanding User Interests

Users may face information overloading when viewing animated bar
charts. Both bar values and bar positions can change in animation.
When there are many objects and ranking changes involve multiple
objects simultaneously, users may find it a challenge to keep track of
the ranking and to see the change of values.
A good design should consider this challenge and present changes
that will not overload user cognition.
To understand what viewers are interested in, we took two actions to
collect data. First, we collected and analyzed comments by viewers on
animated bar chats to learn about their thoughts. Second, we used an
eye-tracking device to learn about what objects viewers may look at.
3.1.1

Comment Data on Videos

Viewers leave comments on a video through video-sharing platforms
like YouTube and Bilibili. In addition to regular comments left on a
video page, Bilibili also allows comments to directly overlay on the top
of the video. Such pop-up comments allow us to analyze not only what
viewers thought about the video, but also which part of the video they
talked about. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the pop-up comments in
time of an animated bar chart video. Clearly, certain parts of the video
drew more attention from viewers. We downloaded about 120,000
pieces of pop comments for 4 popular animated videos, and found the
distributions of the comments in time show similar patterns.
2
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Pop-up comments reflect immediate feedback from viewers that may
be related to specific contents of a video. This is different from regular
comments, which are largely about the overall video. The primary
finding here is that viewers were more interested in those places where
ranking changes happened, such as one item jumping to the top of the
chart, or one item disappearing from the chart.

In analyzing data collected from all these sources, aspects, we focused on issues concerning the data used in animation, visual designs,
and interaction tools. Based on our analysis, we developed a design
space that summarizes the essential components that should be considered in designing animated bar charts (Figure 4. This design space
includes four major components: dataset, visual elements, authoring,
and presentation.
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Dataset

Dataset is the foundation of the design. Animated bar charts are usually
based on structured data. Tools for creating animated bar charts, such
as Flourish [15] and Hanabi [17], allow designers to upload structured
data directly. We identified four often seen data structures used for
animated bar charts.
The most popular data structure used in animated bar charts is basic
bivariate, or a tabular structure. Usually structured like a 2D table, its
rows represent different data items in comparison, and its columns are
values in different time points. Bar charts based on this structure are
simple and easy to understand.
The clustered (grouped) data structure is naturally suitable in displaying dynamic changes of items under multiple parent categories, such
as country ranking within continents, programming language ranking
within programming paradigms, etc. However, hierarchy information
contained in this structure cannot be processed as easily as the tabular
structure, so the support for this structure as the input is less popular.
Bar charts based on this structure can have multiple sections, each of
which is a simple bar chart. Understanding such bar charts is not very
challenging, unless it is needed to keep track of rankings in multiple
sections or to compare items in different sections.
We also found other two types of data structures that can be used
for animated bar charts: stacked and clustered & stacked. The stacked
data structure is useful when the ranking is about items with multiple
shared dimensions. These dimensions could be disparate topics or
subdimensions under the same topic. Bar charts of data with this
structure are like simple bar charts, but each bar has multiple segments
that represent individual dimensions. Understanding such bar charts, in
particular across different dimensions, is challenging. The clustered and
stacked structure is an informative, yet complex, structure for bar chart
visualization. It contains multiple sections, and each section shows
a bar chart with stacked data. Reading bar charts on these two types
of structure is difficult, and following the change in their animated
versions is more challenging, because of the significant amount of
information involved.

300

Distribution of Danmu on Video Time

Fig. 2. Distribution of pop-ups with video time of video titled ”Heyday,
Decline and Revival! Historical Ranking of World GDP (PPP) by Country
1660-2016”.

3.1.2 Eye-tracking
In addition to learning about the general patterns of viewer interests
through comments, we also used an eye-tracking device to know viewers’ attention when they watch an animation. With an Eye Tribe [40]
device, we measured the change of the point of gaze. The animation
was played on a 27 inch LCD display with a resolution of 3840 × 2160,
occupying an area of 2400 × 1200 in the center. Each viewers’ eyes
are about 70cm away from the screen, and the eye-tracking device is
calibrated for every viewer. We measured the eye movements of 4
participants watching an animated bar chart on the search index of 13
fruits [3] from January 1st to March 1st, 2020. This topic is not very
popular, and allows us to better learn what viewers may pay attention
to when facing unfamiliar information.

3.2.2

Visual Elements

Visual elements is the central piece of the design of animated bar
charts, and concerns the visual effects of animation. We identified four
design factors: visual representation of data, data annotation, auxiliary
elements to support the understanding of bar charts (e.g., axes, title),
and chart transition methods.
Data representation is about how to encode data visually. Visual
channels used to encode data vary with the type of information to be
visualized. Data items, which are often treated as category data type,
can be distinguished by different color hues, or labels, text or images.
For the values of individual items, they are usually coded in the spatial
channel, such as object size (e.g., bar length) and position. We also
saw designs that use the lightness of the same color to represent values.
However, this method usually cannot provide accurate value mapping.
Ranking order information is usually depicted by object location. We
also found designs using the color channel for ranking information,
but again, these methods are less effective in conveying quantitative
information. Animated bar chats often use techniques to highlight some
items, such as those items the designers want to draw viewers’ attention
to, and these items are usually manipulated with distinguishable color
renderings.
Annotations here refer to artifacts added to a bar chat to help its
understanding, such as text labels or images that provide extra details.
Annotations help to highlight targets of interest and can be used for
disambiguation purposes. We identified two design dimensions for

Fig. 3. Measured gaze movement of 4 participants. Point of gaze in
vertical direction is indicated by orange line, and bar movement over time
is indicated by colored lines in the background.

We found that viewers often have different interests. As shown in
Figure 3, one viewer fixed on the top rows, one scanned from top to
bottom trying to see everything, and the rest two mainly focused on the
change part. For the latter two viewers, if there were multiple changes
that happened in a short period of time, they focused on local neighbors
and ignored the far ones. It is worth noting that no viewer was tracking
one single target from the start to the end.
3.2 Design Space
The design of animated bar charts involves various factors. For example,
how bars are visually rendered and how bars are swapped can have
impacts on the perception of information conveyed by animation. In
addition to the work on video comments and eye-tracking activities of
viewers, we also reviewed various animated bar charts from different
video sharing websites, such as those shown in Figure 1, and tools
[15, 17, 20] to support the construction of animated bar chats.
3

Fig. 4. The design space in animated ranking bar chart.

3.2.4

annotations: location and content. Location concerns where annotation
should be placed. Some animation tools give little freedom on annotation location, and provide some predefined places for annotation. Some
actually allow more flexible control of it. Annotation contents can be
text or image. Designers can specify some source data as annotation,
or create annotation by themselves. Some designs even allow designers
to upload images for more vivid annotation.
Auxiliary graphics refer to elements that are necessary for bar charts,
such as bar styles, axes, scales, gridlines and legends. Usually, these
elements are automatically determined by design tools, but some limited
options are available. For example, designers can choose what scale
to use, linear or logarithmic, for data with large value ranges, whether
gridlines should be turned on for data with many items, etc.
Chart transition is the core piece of the visual design of animated
bar chart, and is also the focus of our research. Like just discussed
above, a good transition makes it easier for viewers to grasp information. Some design factors can have an impact on animation effects.
The length of animation and the style of item changes are two key factors. Item changes can be presented in various ways: showing the full
swap process between items, or presenting the change directly without
interpolation, style.
3.2.3

Presentation and Interaction

We identified three types of presentation & interaction styles: web
application, animation video, and image sequence. The former two
styles are common and typical in digital media, while image sequence is
the most compatible style that can be adaptable to different media, even
in printed media such as books. The design space of image sequence is
limited to the presentation of keyframes, so is not our focus here.
Both web application and animation video allow user interaction.
Interaction can be as simple as the progress control in animation video,
which is limited to actions of starting/stopping a video or jumping to a
specific time point, or as complex as view control in web application,
which allows direct interaction with the chart with techniques like
”details on demand” with the cursor or highlighted connections between
bars in complex scenarios with clustered & stacked data.
3.3

System Prototype

We implemented a system prototype based on the design space we
developed. The user interface of the system is shown in Figure 5. The
system allows designers to upload data and create dynamic bar charts
with the manipulation authoring style.
The system provides tools to control data encoding, annotation, and
auxiliary graphics. Designers are free to choose the appropriate color
scheme for data mapping. They can choose to encode item type or
value into colors. The system has a set of color schemes to encode
category items, designers can simply select our preset schemes or
create their own schemes. Derived from the item and category mapping
methods, another mapping approach is offered for categorical data
when designers need to distinguish those targets of interest from the
rest by using color hue, saturation or transparency. If color channels are
preferred, our toolkit will map the bars to sequential colors. They can
also adjust the layout properties of bars, such as the size and positions,
by dragging them directly on the canvas.
Animation configurations are also provided for designers to explore
the effects of different animation algorithms. In our system, different
animation transition methods are provided. Designers can use conventional methods such as instant swap, or cycle decomposition, a ranking
transition method we developed with an aim to reduce cognitive loads
in viewing such charts.

Authoring

Authoring refers to the methods used to create animations. We identified
three authoring methods: programming, configuration, and manipulation. Programming involves writing codes to generate animations.
This method is the most flexible, but the least intuitive approach, and
is suitable for the creation of animation on data in complex structures
(e.g., stacked, or clustered & stacked), or animation with unusually visual effects. Configuration-based approaches allow designers to create
animated charts with a set of input widgets, such as a drop-down list,
text box, and toggle switch. This approach is intuitive. By following
the predefined steps, designers can create animated charts, although
the style of end results is fixed. The manipulation approach allows
designers to directly manipulate visual elements on a design canvas in
a WYSIWYG manner. Being able to see the charts visually through the
design process, designers have the best control and most flexibility, and
can better leverage their experience and incorporate their design styles.
4
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Fig. 5. The system prototype consists of Animated Bar Chart View and Control Panel. Animated Bar Chart View displays the generated animation
with a draggable progress bar below. Control Panel allows users to upload data, configure visual mappings and add annotations.

4

R ANKING T RANSITION

In our analysis of animated bar chat videos, we found that the change
of rankings is one of the major concerns of the viewers. On video
sharing platforms, viewers can leave comments on a video. On Bibibili,
comments can directly overlay on the top of the video contents at the
time when comments were made by viewers. Such pop-up comments
allow us to analyze not only what viewers thought about the video, but
also which part of the video they talked about. For example, Figure
xx shows the distribution of the comments in time of an animated bar
chart video. Clearly, certain parts of the video drew more attention
from viewers.
However, there is a limit to the number of targets a viewer can
track [36], and multiple objects moving simultaneously may affect the
viewer’s visual tracking. As a result, the viewer can only observe a part
of the ranking changes.
It is important to show ranking changes in ways that viewers can
clearly see them, in particular when changes involve many items. For
complex multiple object changes, a viewer’s tracking ability can be
increased if the changes can be broken into several stages [18]. Different methods have been proposed in order to reduce the number of bars
exchanged simultaneously, and the core idea for most of these methods
is temporal interpolation of the data. As discussed previously, existing
transition methods to present ranking changes have some problems, so
we made an effort to design a new transition method so that cognitive
loads in understanding ranking changes can be alleviated.
In this section, we first define the problem, then discuss the temporal
interpolation methods in Section 4.2, and finally present our staged
animation method based on cycle decomposition in Section 4.3.
4.1

Fig. 6. Illustration of the basic method.

Individual frames can be written as
fi = {i, Ei }

(1)

where i is the sequence number of the frame, and Ei is the set of item
elements a frame contains
All elements in an element set, Ei , can be written as
ei, j = {id, value, ranking}

Problem Definition

(2)

where id, value, and rank are the identification, value, and ranking
of the element.
The inputs are a set of n keyframes, F0 , F1 , ... Fn−1 . The function
of a ranking transition algorithm is to generate a set of intermediate
frames between Fk−1 and Fk , where 1 < k < (n − 1), by interpolating
the values and ranks of all elements involved in both keyframes.
With keyframes and interpolated frames, smooth animation can be
created. For each frame, the values and rankings of all elements in it are
converted to visual representations under the same mapping method,
such as bar width for element value and bar position for element ranking.
Animation is to show rendered results frame by frame, in order, with a
given frame rate.

Ranking transition can be defined as a problem to interpolate intermediate visual contents based on two given inputs: one as the start point
and the other as the end point. We call these two inputs keyframes.
Interpolation is a process to generate intermediate frames to connect
two keyframes so that viewers can clearly corresponding to objects in
keyframes.
A frame can contain many objects, but only those item elements
with rankings are relevant to interpolation. Other items, such as chart
title and axes, are usually fixed, and require no interpolation. Thus, we
approach the problem by defining those ranking-relevant elements.
A video clip contain multiple frames and all frames make a set F.
5

Usually, the approaches to interpolate element value and ranking are
different. The interpolation of element values is often linear through all
keyframes, while the interpolation of element ranking is non-linear, as
humans prefer slow-in/slow-out motion [11, 39].

Fig. 8. A case of the frame
insertion method, data and
keyframes are different from
Figure 6. After inserting 10
frames, there are a total of
6 swaps in (c), and it is difficult for the viewer to remember that many swaps. The
animation (b) without frame
insertion, displays a simpler
pattern of ranking exchanges,
despite the fact that there are
more elements moving at the
same time in (b). The order
of exchange in (c) does not
necessarily match the facts
as they are beyond what the
data can provide.

4.2 Temporal Interpolation
The current mainstream approach is to interpolate the data to reduce
the number of elements moving simultaneously in one transition. Depending on whether the interpolated data is further processed, it can be
divided into frame insertion and instant swap.
4.2.1 Frame Insertion
A simple solution [5] is to insert frames through temporal interpolation
of the data (Figure 7). There are many ways of interpolation. We use
linear interpolation in the following discussion, because this method is
the mainstream algorithm currently.

time, the swap animation of the elements is calculated based on the
pre-defined swap duration.
There are various ways to calculate the ranking swap animation.
Anichart.js [20] smoothes the curve in Figure 9 (b) to get an animation
path similar to Figure 9 (c). Flourish [15] calculates swap animations
in real time when the ranking exchange occurs.
Compared to the frame insertion method, the ranking and values
are more consistent in the instant swap animation. Most of the time,
viewers can observe a gradual decrease in the width of the bar from top
to bottom. However, the instant swap method does not overcome the
problem of extra information introduced by interpolation. The situation
depicted in Figure 8 (c) almost certainly occurs due to intensive data
interpolation.
Fig. 7. Illustration of the frame insertion method, data and keyframes are
the same as Figure 6.

Although this method is simple and effective in reducing the number
of bars moving simultaneously, there are some disadvantages of it:

Fig. 9. Illustration of the
instant swap method, data
and keyframes are the same
as Figure 6. (a) Bar width
(value) over time with linear
interpolation; (b) Extracted
ranking over time; (c) Ranking over time with extended
swap duration.

• The duration of swap animation and the number of insertions are
bounded. For a given total duration, the more frames inserted, the
shorter the transition duration between frames is and the faster
bars move. If too many frames are inserted, the ranking exchange
may end before the viewer notices it.
• Data with drastic ranking changes require more frames to be
inserted, while data with fewer ranking changes do not require
frames to be inserted. Different data require different numbers of
insertions, and the designers of the animation need to try different
numbers of insertions by themselves.
• Extra information is introduced due to data interpolation. The
data does not necessarily change according to the predefined
interpolation method, for example the values of elements may
have grown exponentially actually, but are linear interpolated. In
some cases, there are ranking swaps that may not exist in the
actual situation (Figure 8).

In many instant swap-like videos, we found that the swap duration
was set short. As a result, the swap was relatively sparse and few
conflicts exist. Longer swap duration helps observation, but as the swap
duration becomes longer and the swaps become more intensive, many
swap conflicts may occur, in particular when a swap starts before the
previous swap ends. In such situations, either the previous swap is
directly interrupted or the two swaps are merged. Direct interruptions
are visually abrupt, and merging can cause undesirable bar movements.
Both may increase cognitive loads, as they are unexpected from a
supposedly smooth animation.
If the rankings of two elements change back and forth immediately,
merging these two swaps does not cause a serious disturbance. However,
most of the adjacent swaps consist of different elements, and the number
of swaps to be merged may be larger than 2. Merge them may increase
cognitive loads.

4.2.2 Instant Swap
A new type of method is implemented [15, 20] to unbind the number
of inserted frames and the swap duration and to avoid the animation
creator’s efforts to try different numbers of insertions. In the animation
obtained by this method, the ranking of the bars changes instantly with
the value of the bars, so we call it instant swap in this paper. Data
is intensively interpolated to obtain the exact time of each ranking
exchange, as shown in Figure 9 (b). After getting the exact swap
6
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4.3

Cycle Decomposition

with multiple objects and complex transpositions, it is broken
down into smaller sub-cycles by the following four steps:

To address the flaws of the methods mentioned in Section 4.2, we
propose cycle decomposition. This method does not interpolate the
data and does not introduce ranking swaps that cannot be reflected by
the data.
To avoid the interference caused by simultaneous changes in width
and position of bars, we show these two types of changes in two
different stages. At the first stage, only the width of the bars will
change, so that viewers can focus on the changes of values. The second
stage is where the ranking changes happen. At this stage, the widths of
all bars are kept consistent.

Step 1: Calculating the number of the objects whose rankings are
rising and falling separately. Select the direction with a smaller
number as the decomposition direction, and if the number is
the same, select the rising direction. For Figure 10, the rising
direction is selected as there are 2 objects rising and 2 objects
falling.
Step 2: The sub-cycle only contains an object S whose ranking
change corresponds to the decomposition direction. If the ranking
rising direction is the decomposition direction, the top ranked
ranking rising object at t0 is selected; if the ranking decline direction is the decomposition direction, the lowest ranked ranking
falling object at t0 is selected. For the 1st round in Figure 10, B is
selected as it is the top ranked rising object and D is selected for
the 2nd round.
Step 3: Assuming that S is ranked ri at t0 and r f at t1 respectively.
The objects ranked in ri to r f at t0 in the cycle (except for S) are
“passively” moving in the opposite direction of the decomposition
direction as a whole, some objects need to skip the objects with
the same ranking. For the 1st round in Figure 10, A is the object
”passively” moving, while A and C for the 2nd round.
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining objects in the
cycle until the decomposition is complete.
The result of cycle decomposition is shown in Figure 10. The original cycle involving four elements at the same time is divided into
two cycles, one involving two elements and the other involving three
elements. In the case shown here, the number of elements moved simultaneously is reduced from 4 to 3, compared with the basic method. It
can bring benefits when the number of elements moving simultaneously
exceeds a viewer’s ability to track them.

Fig. 10. Illustration of cycle decomposition method, data and keyframes
are the same as Figure 6. The animated duration between keyframe 1
in Figure 6 (a) and inserted frame 1 demonstrates the change in data
value. The other two animated durations demonstrate the decomposed
ranking exchange.

The value-change stage is simple, and we use linear interpolation
of the values. In the ranking-change stage, our method analyzes and
decomposes ranking swaps involving multiple elements changing at
the same time. The exchange of rankings can essentially be seen as a
permutation.
Permutation refers to the bijection of a finite set mapping from
the set to itself. If permutation p makes k elements in {1, 2, ..., n},
p(i1 ) = i2 , p(i2 ) = i3 , ..., p(ik−1 ) = ik , p(ik ) = i1 , then p is a k-order
cycle, denoted as (i1 i2 ...ik ).
If cycle p1 = (i1 i2 ...ik ), p2 = ( j1 j2 ... js ) has {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } ∩
{ j1 , j2 , ..., js } = , then p1 and p2 are disjoint.
Any permutation can be decomposed into one or more disjoint
cycles and the representation is unique [24]. For example, permutation{3,4,6,2,5,1} could be written (136)(24).
We then define ”cycle leader” : for cycle p = (i1 i2 ...ik ), j is cycle
leader if j ∈ {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } and j ≤ p( j), j ≤ p(p( j)), etc.
Cycle decomposition demonstrates the ranking change process in
the form of cycles. The specific steps are as follows:

Fig. 11. Transition time of cycle decomposition and other methods.

Animated bar charts often contain multiple keyframes, and the number of ranking changes between frames can be different. For the animations generated by cycle decomposition, we do not set a fixed time
between adjacent keyframes, but assign the time according to the number of inserted frames. The animation between adjacent keyframes contains one value change transition and zero to multiple ranking change
transitions, and here we can use a fixed time duration for each of them
(Figure 11). We add up the number of each transition type and calculate
the duration according to the predefined ratio of value transition to
ranking transition and the total time. In this way, we allocate more
time to the parts that change drastically, but keep the total time under
control.

1. Ranking objects preprocessing: Since the order change can be
converted to the replacement problem only when the objects at
time t0 and t1 are identical, if there are new entry or exit objects,
the new entry objects are sorted according to their relative order
at time t1 . At the end of time t0 , the new exit objects are ranked
at the end of time t1 according to their relative orders at time t0 .

5

E VALUATION

In this section we describe our research on the evaluation of our cycle
decomposition method, in comparison of the currently popular method,
instant swap. Despite the different visual appearances, they both can
reduce the number of elements exchanged at the same time, and could
help viewers keep track of their target more easily. Instant swap method
generates animations where the ranking of the bar (vertical position)
closely follows the change in bar value (width). However, it breaks
down the ranking swap too much, and too many stages of the animation
may cause memory overload.
In the animation generated by the cycle decomposition method, the
ranking is not swapped until the end of a single time step. Cycle

2. Cycle construction: extracting ranking change related objects to
construct one or multiple disjoint cycles.
3. According to the ranking of the cycle leader of each cycle at the
time t0 , the position transformation of the objects in the cycle
is performed in an order from the top to the bottom, and the
ranking change between t0 and t1 is decomposed. For a cycle
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decomposition temporally separates the value change and the ranking
change into two transition stages and decomposes the complex ranking
permutation. The bar ranking does not change during the value change
period, so that the viewer can observe the value change more clearly.
Although mismatches between bar rank and value can occur temporally
in animation under the cycle decomposition, these conflicts are short
and may help viewers to further understand the change in ranking.
Based on the characteristics of these two ranking transition methods,
we have this hypothesis: the cycle decomposition method can help
viewers better understand the ranking changes than instant swap. We
conducted an experimental study to test this hypothesis. The experiment
is a between-subjects design.

Banana
Strawberry
Mango
Chinese Cherry
Watermelon
Tangerine
Grape
Kiwifruit
Dragon Fruit
Lychee
Papaya

Fig. 12. Ranking over time of the fruit data with cycle decomposition
method. Only top 10 fruits will be seen.

5.1 Task
We aimed to assess the impact of different ways of transition on higher
levels of cognition, i.e., the understanding of a video by viewers. Thus,
our task is simple: we asked a participant to watch a video on animated bar chats and then recall the facts contained by the video. Task
performance is measured by the number of facts participants can recall.
Ranking transition methods could affect viewer performance. If a
video is presented in a way that is less cognitively challenging, then
viewers are able to better focus their cognitive resources on the video
content and can better understand the content. On the contrary, viewers
may be distracted too much by dynamic information and will not be
able to understand and remember the video content well.
This task is different from the task of Multiple Object Tracking
(MOT), which has been used in various research on animation designs
[9,11,18]. We did not choose MOT-style tasks because of the following
considerations.

We got 61 valid responses. The response data indicated that there
are 27 female participants and 34 male participants, and their ages are
between 21 to 58. The numbers in two groups are comparable: 31 for
the control treatment and 30 for the experimental treatment.
5.3 Procedure
The procedure is largely managed by the web application. As a participant opens the experiment link with mobile phone, the application
displays a page on task description, and tells the participant that the
task is about the understanding of a video. A video example is given
to show what kind of information is expected. Proceeds to the next
page, the participant is asked to pick up a nickname. This name is
used to identify the participant, and at the same time tests whether the
participant can type in information, because the task involves writing
down facts. The next page shows the video for experiment.
The system randomly chooses a video from two available ones for
the participant to view. The video can be played only once, and the
participant cannot roll back or skip the video. Limiting the control of
the replay process is for the purpose to guarantee the same viewing
experience for all participants.
After the video ends, the participant is pointed to the task page,
and asked to recall the facts contained in the video as many and as
accurately as possible. A text file is provided for writing down the facts.
There is no time limit for the recall task.
In the end, a survey page is presented to the participant. Questions
are related to how frequently the participant may watch a video like
this and what opinions the participant has on this type of visualization.

• Target tracking does not reflect the intention of viewers when
they watch animated bar charts. Target tracking is indeed important when the viewer watches a ranking swap, but in practice an
animated bar chart is composed of dozens or even hundreds of
time steps, and involves many swaps. Thus, viewers may switch
targets while watching. Forcing them to watch certain targets
deviates from real tasks people have in real world.
• Natures of objects in animated bar charts are different from those
in interactive animation designs. In evaluations with MOT tasks,
there is no obvious distinction between the elements in the animation, while in the animated bar charts spread online, the bars are
with text or icon labels, and the bar colors are distinct. If the targets are specified at the beginning, viewers can easily remember
the labels of the targets. Also, the methods to be evaluated have
eased the difficulty of MOT by reducing simultaneously moving
objects. If the labels and distinctive colors are removed to make
the task more difficult, this again deviates from the application
scenario.

5.4 Results
We checked the responses submitted by the participants and only
counted correct facts. Figure 13 shows the distribution of fact counts
in two treatments. The result from a Mann-Whitney U test shows that
the cycle decomposition method allows the participants to recall more
facts than the instant swap (p = .045).

5.2 Apparatus and Participants
We implemented a web application for the experiment The application
contains a series of pages to introduce the task and collect data.
The data set we used is also about the search index of fruits. We took
a subset of the data to shorten the video time. We used two video clips,
one rendered with the instant swap in the control treatment and the
other with cycle decomposition method in the experimental treatment.
Both videos are about 1 minute long, and contain 10 visible bars.
For cycle decomposition, the ratio of ranking swap duration and
value change duration is set to 2:1, result in 1s for ranking swap and
0.5s for value change (Figure 12). For instant swap, the duration
between key frames is 2s, and the swap duration is set to 0.5s to avoid
swap conflicts.
We distributed the web application through various social media
platforms. To control the context of viewing the video, we only allowed the use of smart phones in this task. The web app can detect a
participant’s screen aspect ratio and restricts the use of a smart phone
in portrait mode. Our application has various mechanisms to prevent
participants from repeating the task or going back to previous pages,
which allow them to get more correct facts.

Fig. 13. Distribution of number of valid facts.

We also checked the word count of the facts. The mean word count
of submitted facts is 32.1 with a standard deviation of 33.4 for the cycle
8
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decomposition group and 16.4 with a standard deviation of 20.7 for
the instant swap group. A Mann-Whitney U test shows that the video
rendered with our method allows the participants to write more words
than that with the instant swap (p = 0.034).
Results from the survey show different attitudes towards this form
of visualization. As shown in Table 1, where the majority like the style,
many people are not enthusiastic about it.

using small multiples to the user at the same time [6, 30, 37]. Considering the nature of the animated bar charts, which function more as a
casual approach to access information, it is not surprising to see such
opinions. If we can learn more about what viewers want from such
animations, we can provide better designs. With limited knowledge of
user needs, the best approach may be allowing designers to control all
possible design parameters and to deliver more useful visualizations.
We developed a design space for animated bar charts to pursue this
goal.

Table 1. Whether participants have seen the animated bar charts and
their attitudes towards them.
It’s attractive

It’s unattractive

Sum

Never watched before
Watched once
Watched multiple times
Created it before

10%
5%
49%
8%

10%
3%
15%
0%

20%
8%
64%
8%

Sum

72%

28%

100%

7 C ONCLUSION
In the paper, we focused on the understanding of the design of animated
bar charts. We studied the comments of viewers on relevant videos
and viewing behaviors, develop a design space for it, and developed a
system prototype. We also proposed a new algorithm for ranking transition, with an aim to reduce cognitive loads in understanding such charts
and to improve information acquisition. Results from our experimental
study show that our method can improve the understanding of video
contents.
In the future, we would extend our research in various ways. First,
we will further improve our understanding of viewer needs by deepening the analysis of comment data. With more than 120,000 pop-up
comments, we can use machine learning tools to analyze the sentiments
of viewers and relate the sentiments to visual content. Second, we will
also improve our system prototype and deploy it for broader use. To
achieve this goal, we need to enhance the design space we developed.

For participants who had seen it, once or multiple times, the majority
found it attractive. Only 21% of participants who had seen it multiple
times found the animated bar graphs unattractive.
For those who had never seen this type of visualization before,
half of them found it unattractive, as some participants commented:
”the information extraction is complicated and it’s hard to capture the
key information”. The other half, who liked the style, thought the
visualization is ”intuitive” and ”novel”.
6 D ISCUSSION
Results of our experimental study show that our cycle decomposition
method allows people to better understand the content of animated
bar chart. Participants in the cycle decomposition group observed and
remembered more contents, measured by the number of the correctly
recalled facts and the word count on them. This indicates that animations with the cycle decomposition method may leave the viewers a
deeper impression of the contents. The advantage of our method may
be due to the following reasons.
• Swap duration Two methods have different swap durations. Our
cycle decomposition method is 1s, while the instant swap is 0.5s.
The longer time in our method is due to the fact that we separate
changes into two stages to avoid swap conflicts. The short swap
duration results in high speed for movement, which is not helpful
for object tracking [1]. Viewers may not even notice the swap due
to the short duration.
• Predictability Our method allows people to better predict when
ranking changes may happen better. Two stages of changes under
our method can be easily identified, and people can know what
is happening and what is going to happen. As bars are growing,
people know there is no ranking change, so they can focus on
the trends of value changes. As bar stops growing, they can
expect position swapping to happen. Under the instant swap,
such predictability is difficult because of the mix of two types of
changes.
People have different opinions about animated bar charts. Contracting to our belief, there are still many participants saying the video we
presented is unattractive. This may be due to various reasons. On one
hand, it would be related to the video we chose. We chose a topic that
people are less familiar with for experimental control. If the topic was
more appealing, such as games, music and movies, the reaction could
be different. On the other hand, our video is plain, and does not include
other effects. Again, we tried to minimize the noise in lab tasks by
doing so. Adding other design elements, such as exciting background
music, may change people’s opinions. Tools for visual storytelling
often incorporate such designs.
Some thought information density in animated bar charts is low and
is time-consuming. It is true that animation may not be as effective as
more interactive visualization designs, such as presenting keyframes
9
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